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Abstract. For a DOL scheme (A, II ), integers i and k with i c X are spec’ficd for which for every 
stling K in A*, k’11~) is a subsequence of II”( For a finite ,lon-empty set A integers I and K 
w.‘th I .: K are specified for which for every DOL system (A, II, \v), II” M’) is a subscqucnce of 
II”L~~.\. These results allow clarification and simplification of earlier re! ults In the literature of 
DOL languages. Conclusions are drawn concerning the family of finite DOL. languages sharing 
a cnlnmon scheme and the family of finite DOL languages sharing a common alphabet. The 
st;.tic,aary bets of DOL schemes are shown to be finitely generated free monoids. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
A. Lindenmayer introduced parallel rewri -kg systems as models of development 
of tilamentous organisms in [5] and 1161. During the past two decades the study of 
these systems has become a major subdkision of formal language theory. Two 
reference volumes are now available on the extensive literature that has developed: 
Herman and Rozenberg [3] and Rozenberg and Salomaa [7]. 
The present article deals with deterministic, D, context independent, 0, 
LindenmaJjer, L, rewriting systems. These DOL systems are the most heavily studied 
parallel rewriting system. 
* This research wds supported in part by grant A7877 of the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada and in part by Grant MCS-8003348 of the National Science Foundation of 
the LJnited States of America. 
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Definition 1. A DOL scheme (A, h) consists of a finite non-empty set A and a 
homomorphism 11 of the free monoid A* into itself. The set A is called the alphabet 
of the scheme. A DOL system (A, h, MI) sor.lsists of a DOL scheme (A, h) and a 
non-empty string w in A”. The language gerzerated by the DOL system (A, h, w) 
is L(A, h, IV)= {h”(M~)Irz 20). A subset L of: A* is a DOL language if it is the 
language generated by some DOL system. 
The following partial order in each free monoid A* is fundamentl for all our work. 
Definition 2. For strings s and y in A” we write x s y if there are strings 
al, a:, . . . , a, and !I(,, &I,, b2, . . . , b,, in A* such that ala2 . . . a,, = s and 
h,,aIhla,h2. . . a,,b,, = y. When .Y I .v we say that x is embedded in y, 
In a previous article of Head and Thierrin [2] several consequences for a DOL. 
system (A., II, N’ ) of the occurrence of an embedding of a string h ‘(I**) in 11 k(~(9 1,with 
i -: k, were discussed. From one such embedding it follows that embedding is 
thereafter periodic with period k -i. In the present article we present a more 
satisfactory basis for asserting that such an embedding exists for every DOL system 
and we give further applications of the existence of these periodic embeddings. 
In Section 2 we demonstrate that for each DOL scheme (A, h), integers i and 
k can be specified such that for every s in A*, h ’ (s) is embedded in Il ‘(s j. Moreover, 
for each finite non-empty set A, irltegcrs I and K are specified for which for every 
scheme (A, 11) and every x in A*, h’(x) is embedded in IT~(x. 1. In Section 3 we 
draw conclusions about the family of all finite DOL languages sharing a common 
schcmc and about the family of all finite DOL languages sharing a common alphabet. 
‘l‘hcsc: results and later ones involve rhe concept of a hypercode. 
Deflrnition 3. A subset H of a free monoid A* is a hyy~rco& if M contains a 
non-empty string and if no pair of distinct elements of H are comparable in the 
cmhcdding order of ~2 *. 
llj:pcrcodes u’erc studied systematically by Shyr and Thierrin in [8]. Notice that 
;t hvpercnd~ is both a pretix code and a suflix code. 
In Szction 3 WC pro\.e that for each DOL scheme (A, iz ). the stationary set. 
{ 1 :; .A\ + 1 /l ” I .y j = .y f or some positilfe 11). is a finitely generated frtx monoid. In 
St’ction 5 a dixxssion is gi\.en nf the relationship of the present work with carliet- 
~los~:lv rclatcd papers. 
2. Endomorphisrns and string embeddings 
I ct ,+Z hc: a iinitc non-empty SC!. The set A”‘. together with the oper;ition of 
ii~fii;ltctl;ltic)r! and the relation 1 . is a partially orderctl monoid. An t~tlLi(itrrorplristrz 
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h of A* is a homomorphism of A* into itself. Each endomorphism of A” preserves 
the partial order, i.e. from u 4 u follows h(u) t=, h (u ). 
With each endomorphism h of A* there are several associated concepts: A 
symbol a in A is recursive if a occurs in h”(a) for some positive n and it is 
non-recursive otherwise. The recursion length of a recursive symbol a in A is the 
least positive n for which a occurs in h”(a). Notice that the recursion length of a 
recursive symbol cannot exceed the cardinal number of the set of recursive symbols 
in A. We use Ih to denote the number of nonrecursive symbols in A and Ph to denote 
the least common multiple of he set of recursion lengths of the recursive symbols in 
A, Recall that the least common mult;ple of the empty set is one. The symbols ‘I’ 
and ‘P’ are used to suggest ‘index and ‘period’. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a finite non-empty set.‘Then for each etzdomorphism It of A * 
the embedding 1~ “‘(x ) s Ct “’ +“‘(s ) holds for all x in A”. 
Proof. Consider first the case iI_ which A =(a} is a singleton. Let 11 be an 
endomorphism of A*. If h(a) is not the empty string, A, ther. Ih = 0, Ph = 1, and 
x = /z”(x) < h I(X) holds for all x in A*. If h(a)=& then Ih = 1, Ph = 1, and 
11 ‘(x) = A = It’(s) for all x in A *. Thus, the theorem holds for all sinpIeton sets. 
Assume now that A is a finite non-singleton set and that the theorem holds fat 
all finite non-empty sets having fewer elements than A. Let h be an endomorphism 
of A*. By the homomorphic property of h, it is sufficient to demonstrate the asserted 
embedding for the speciai case in which Y is in A. Let h be a fixed element of A 
and let B be the set of symbols that occur in the strings 11” (A) with H > 0. For b in 
B, i.e. for h recursive, b <11”“(h) and h”‘(b)~h”“““(hl. If b is not in R. the 
restriction, k. of 11 to B* is an endomorphism of B”. Applying the induction 
assumption to B we conclude k ” (Cl (11 j) s k ‘“‘f’~(h(b))andh’L.(I~(h!)~-~~h’I“”~(lr(h)). 
Since lk < Ih we have h”‘(h) d 1~” ‘I” (6). Since Ph is a multiple of Pk, we conclude 
11 “I ([, ) < /I “? + P’r (h )* 2 
For each finite non-empty set A, IA will denote the cardinal number of A and 
P,4 will denote the least common multiple of the set (i / 1 c i G IA}. 
Proof, From Theorem 1 we have f, “’ J ) l~-r h “‘-cf’h (.Y 1. From IA b Zh there foilows 
h’(.Y)~G I? i -r”‘7(s !. Since PA is a multiple of P/z we conclude h ’ (s ) s II ’ ’ “(s 1. 
For a proof of the last sentence of this corollary, reread the proof of Theorem 
1 omitting the fourth sentence and replacing each of the occurrnces of IIl, Ph, Ik, 
Pk by IA --- 1, PA, IB - 1, and PB, respectively. Y 
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With respect to a given endomorphism h of A * we have several further associated 
concepts: A symbol u in A is mortal if for some non-negative integer II, h “(a) = A. 
A symbol is rlital if it is not mortal. Notice that if a is mortal then for each 
non-negative m, all symboIs occurring in h”(a) are mortal. Notice also that if a is 
vital, then for any non-negative m, k”‘(a) will contain at least one vital symbol. A 
symbol a in A is monorecursive if for some positive integer n, h”(a) = uav for some 
strings u and o in which only mortal symbols occur. Notice that for any monorecur- 
sive symbol, a, and any positive m, h”‘(a) will contain precisely one vital symbol 
and that symbol will also be monorecursive. We use Nh to denote the number of 
mortal symbols in A. Notice that hNh(a) = A for all mortal a in A. We have taken 
the mortal/vital dichotomy and the concept of a moaorecursive symbol from Vitanyi 
[lo]. 
Corollary 2. Let it he an endamorphism of A” where A is u finite non-empty set. Zf 
II ” (.r 1 = x for some positice integer n und some string s therz h PA(.~ ) = s. 
Proof. By Corollary 1, we have Iz’“(.u )G h f’A+~n~~l’PA(~) = h”fA(.t-). From h”(x) = s, 
h “““(x 1 = s follows. Consequently, h PA (x ) 5; A-. From this last embedding we con- 
clude that al! vital symbols occurring in x are monorecursive and that the sub- 
scyuence of vita! symbols of k I” (x ) is identical with the subsequence of vital symbols 
of x. Consequently, for anyj .aNh we have II iLP.“(x) = IT ‘(I). In particular, h “.‘( Y i = 
h”“(x). Then h~“4(~y)=17’rP.4(.~)=~~ as required. Zl 
3. flypercodes and finite DOI, languages 
t’itrinyi [ lo] has given an incisive treatment of the most fundamental questions 
concerning finite DOL languages. Here we compare finite DOL languages with 
hypcrcodes. 
Proof. Let II. bc a non-empty string in A” for which the language 1, generated by 
:.-I. /l, 1r.1 is finite. From Corollary 1 there is a ‘east positive integer k such that 
li . I 11 I iscomparahlc with h ‘( 11’ 1 for-some 0 s 1 < ’ . Then M = {IV, h (11’1, . . . . II c: ‘Tut* j} 
i\ ;t hypcrcode. From either Il”(\rs) >~/I’Iw) or /I’(N~)s h”(rta\ it follo%s (using the 
hypothesized finiteness of I, in the 1:rtter case) that the subsequences of vital 
clrmcnts in h’lr~~) and in II~(w) are identical. This implies that h’v”ih’(dj = 
AVir~/~‘~~t.i~.Thus L=ff~,{lt~(,~‘),I1~~‘(1\‘),...,It~*~~” l(w)}. G 
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Corollary 3. Let A be a finite non-empty set. Then each finite DOL language 
contained in A* is the union ofa hypercode with a set consisting of at most IA elements. 
The numbers Nh and IA appearing in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3, respectively, 
cannot be replaced by smaller values as is shown by such systems as ({(x(i) 11 G i c 
4, k a(l). . .a(n))where h(a(rz))=h andfor lcI<n, h(a(i))=u(i+l). 
A DOL scheme (A, h) is a propagatirlg scheme, or PDOL scheme, if h(a) # A 
for any a in A. This is equivalent to requiring that all symbols of A be vital or 
that Xh = 0. A PDOL system is a DOL system having a PDOL scheme. A subset 
L of A* is a PDOL language if it is the language generated by some PDOL 
system. The foilowing result may be proved directly, but it is also an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 4. A finite PDOL language is a hypercode. 
4. Stationary sets of DOL schemes 
Let S = (A, h) be a DOL scheme. The starionary set or fixed set, F’(S), of S has 
been defined to be the set of all strings x’ in A* for which h “(x I= x for some 
positive integer n. Notice that F(S) is a submonoid of A*. When F(S) contains a 
non-empty string we say that F(S) is non-trivial. Thierrin [9] proved that F(S) is 
always free and that when F(S) is non-trivial its basis is a bifix (-biprefix) code. 
The question of whether the basis of F(S) must be finite, or even whether F(S) 
must be regular remained open. The answer to both these questions is affirmative. 
Theorem 3. The stationary set of a DOL sclzertze (A, h) is a free monoid with the 
set H = {h PA(a) 1 a is a monorecursiue symbol in AJ as basis. The cardintzlity of H 
is the number of monorecursiz~e symbols in A. When H is not empty it is a hypercode. 
Proof. Let S = (A, h) be a DOL scheme and let H be the asserted basis of the 
stationary set F(S) of S. 
H”’ E F(S 1: For a monorecursive symbol a, Iz r’A(a ) = uat: where %~nly mortal 
symbols occur in N and c‘. Consequently, k’“(hP”(a))=hPA(~l)hf)A(a)h”~(u~= 
II ““(a ). Thus, H c F(S) and, since F(S) is a monoid, W”’ CS- F(S). 
F(S)cH”: For-x in F(S) we have h”” IX) = .Y by Corollary 2. From this equality 
it follows that each vital symbol of s is monorecursive. Then I = 
lf1011i,U7 * . . U,,~I,U,,+, where the cl; are monorecursive and h ‘*( uil == A for all indices 
i. Consequently, .Y =t~“~(x) =!~“*(a~). . hP*(a,,j is in H”. Thua, F(S)s H” and 
F(S) = H *. 
If H is empty the conclusion of the theorem holds. 
Assume that H is not empty. Let a be any monorecursive symbol. It follows that 
ir ““(a 1 = WL’ where 11 ‘-‘(lit’) = A. Thus 1~“~ (uf contains precisely one occurrence 
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of a monorecursive symbol and that symbol is an a. The two final sentences of the 
Theorem now follow. Since H is a hypercode, F(S) = H* is free with H as bass. 0 
5. Further connections with previous literature 
In Head and Thierrin [2] it was shown that for any DOL system (A, h, w), there 
exists a non-negative integer i and a positive integer k such that i <k and either 
I~‘(w)~~hk(w)orhk(w)~h’(w).In thatpapertheexistcnceof iandk wasdemon- 
strated by applying the theorem (see Harrison [l, p. 215-j) that every hypercode 
contained in a free monoid on a finite set must be finite. No bound was given on 
how large i and k might have to be taken. Theorem 1 of the present article improves 
[2] both by freeing the discussion from dependence on the result asserting the 
finiteness of hypercodes and by supplying bounds for i and k in terms of A or !.A, h ). 
In Lee and Rozenberg [4] it was shown that for each non-empty set A there 
exists a bound 6 such that no DOL language in A* can contain more than b :;trings 
having the same length. From our study of their work we conclude that the bound 
given by their proof is (1 +IA)! Since a set of strings having the same length is a 
hypercode, this bound is improved by our final result. 
Cordlary 5. For a finire nun-empty set A no hypercode having more than IA + PA 
c1emenr.s is contained in a DOL iangltage having alphaber A. 
Proof. From Corollary 1 it follows that for any DOL system (A, h, ~1, 
I_(A,Iz,~)=(h’(.~)IO~i~IA-1) 
uL(A, hYA, h’“(x))u. - *uL_(A, hPA,hrA+‘~~-‘(,,~)). 
Since the systems (A, h ‘*, h ‘I”“) with IA =z j s IA + PA - 1 all generate embedding 
chains and since a hypercode cannot contain two elements from the same ema3edding 
chain, no hypercode in L(A, h, w) can contain more than IA + PA elements. 3 
On combining Corollary 5 with Corollaries 3 and 4, bounds are obtained 011 the 
size of the finite DOL languages and the finite PDOL languages over an alphabet 
A. Such results, however, cannot improve on the analysis of Vitanti [lo]. 
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